Denti Guided Surgery
by coDiagnostiX

coDiagnostiX™

SIMPLE PROCESS

- NO ADDITIONAL SCANNING FEES
- CONSULTATION, PLANNING HELP - IF NEEDED
- EDUCATION
- AVAILABLE WITHOUT LICENSE
- EASY TO USE
COMPLETE DIGITAL WORKFLOW

• Prosthetic-driven planning
• Open System - Denti implants, and sleeve system integrated
• Digital drill guide fabrication
• Minimal trauma, with maximal predictability
• Detailed print outs
• Distance warning
• Any implant systems, and any guided surgical kits compatible

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

• Integrated real-time implant and prosthetic planning
• caseXchange™ - communication between any users
• Virtual Planning Export 2.0
  • Export a segmentation to create a 3D print as physical mockup
  • Export a virtual plaster model based on the model scan
  • Export a virtual plaster model with implant analogs
  • Export a virtual plaster model with sleeve posts based on the planned implant position
  • Export implant positions with scanbodies of various manufacturers
  • Export the complete planning for further processing in other 3D/ CAD softwares (DwOS XOrder, Straumann CARES XOrder, STL, etc.)
• Patient communication

15 YEARS OF CLINICAL SUCCESS

100,000+ GUIDED CASES
DENTI GUIDED SURGERY BY coDiagnostiX

CONDITIONS

planning:
printing:
software:

Contact: info@dentisystem.com